
 

KeyMacro is a powerful visual programming tool designed to edit and create macros for almost any visual application. It allows
you to design visual macros by editing objects by hand or selecting a predefined set of actions (action sequence) and then
visually editing each object individually. KeyMacro allows you to create macros for almost any visual application, including
media players (XBMC), games, image editors and many others. Each visual object is linked to a keystroke combination or an
action. For example, you can create a macro that causes a song or a video to play in the background and then transition the scene
to a new one. More Features: * Editing visual objects manually or by selecting a set of actions (action sequence) * Ability to
create your own visual macros * Ability to play recorded macros * Ability to search for object properties and paste them into
the macro window * Ability to record macros from a sequence of actions and then play it back * Ability to rewind and fast
forward macros * Ability to edit and copy actions and objects * Ability to reorder and remove actions and objects * Ability to
delete objects and actions * Ability to edit the keyboard shortcuts * Ability to save and load macros * Ability to delete custom
object properties * Ability to create and preview macros * Ability to save macros to a file * Ability to export macros to a file *
Ability to import macros from a file * Ability to edit macros visually (keys and text) * Ability to export macros to a file *
Ability to export macros to a file * Ability to remove and restore objects (text and keys) from macros * Ability to view the
textual properties of each visual object * Ability to search the keys in all macros * Ability to add additional macros to a
sequence * Ability to show/hide the application name in the title bar of all windows * Ability to save and load macros * Ability
to lock and unlock macros * Ability to select a custom keyboard shortcut for a macro * Ability to export/import a selected
macro to/from a file * Ability to find and replace text in selected objects * Ability to unbind a macro from a keystroke * Ability
to clone an action or object from one macro to another * Ability to extract actions and objects from a macro * Ability to create
a template from selected objects * Ability to group actions in a macro * Ability to edit multiple visual objects simultaneously *
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KEYMACRO is a program for recording of macros and mouse gestures to easily create sophisticated shortcuts on your
keyboard. It’s very handy in case you often have to perform the same task in different apps. For example, if you are listening to
music and you need to listen to something, but the audio in the background is lost, then press the Shift key and the + key, and a
dialog will appear, allowing you to easily turn the music back on and continue the task you were performing. MundoReader
newsreader Description: Welcome to MundoReader, the newsreader app for Windows Phone. Read news from all around the
world from news outlets like NY Times, BBC News, Independent, Deutsche Welle, and many more. Personal Journal
Description: The new Personal Journal application provides a digital way to keep track of your daily life, with the option to
create and save personal daily notes. Through this tool you can keep track of your to do lists and documents, note what you eat
and drink, as well as create a daily journal of your activities. All entries and notes created with this app are stored in the cloud,
for safe and easy access on multiple devices, using a web browser or an internet connection. Moto Player Description: At first
glance, Moto Player looks like a basic player app that can stream music to your mobile devices. What's different about this app
is that it offers a huge library of streaming media, covering over thousands of albums and artists. Professional Video Recorder
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Description: Professional Video Recorder is a fast, free and simple video editor for Windows Phone. Professional Video
Recorder is the perfect tool to make videos with your Windows Phone. Create, record, trim, edit, enhance, add effects, share
with friends and with the world! Professional Video Recorder also supports continuous recording and supports recording to
different video formats such as AVI, MP4, WMV, 3GP, 3G2, FLV, MKV, TS and more... Professional Video Recorder is
supported by microsoft office mobile. you can even use the phone to view or edit office documents! You can take notes, make
memos, type things, write down directions and even include sounds and recordings when recording your videos! Professional
Video Recorder is fully compatible with Windows Phone and Windows 8.1, and you can even use your phone to access your
office documents when recording your videos! Some features include: Easy to use and have
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